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2015 was the year that the Daufuskie Marsh Tacky Society materialized from a
dream into reality. With a lifetime passion for horses, I became enchanted with
the Marsh Tacky after discovering them years ago through Hilton Head’s earliest
beach races. Subsequently I’ve researched the breed, its history, heritage and
everything else I could get my hands on until in 2012 I summarized what I learned
into a series of oil paintings on the subject. About that same time I became a full
time resident of Daufuskie Island, and I’ve never looked back. That fall, I participated
in the Bluffton Arts and Seafood Festival, so I showed these paintings and to my
surprise I completely sold out. It was amazing to me that this seemingly obscure
little horse could create such a magnetic bond among certain people. However
unknowing of the way the next few years would unfold, I purposely saved a
portion of the proceeds from my artwork to start “the fund to bring the Marsh
Tacky back to Daufuskie.”
Fast forward to 2013 and the Marsh Tacky Beach Races on Daufuskie Island.
I seized the opportunity and with a small army of dedicated people, in just 90
(insane, lol) days from development to execution we raised $2,500 for the
Carolina Marsh Tacky Association and put on what turned out to be the largest
special event in the history of Daufuskie. Working closely with the pillars of the
Marsh Tacky community I was able to forge a strong relationship with Mr. DP
Lowther, credited as the Grandfather of the Marsh Tacky for his efforts in
preserving and growing the breed. It is by his graces and from his farm that
the new Daufuskie Marsh Tacky herd is born.
In winter of 2014, I began outlining the steps to formalize the Daufuskie Marsh
Tacky Society. Throughout the following months I worked with a small team to
define our organization’s purpose. Our mission was developed: To promote,
protect and establish the endangered Marsh Tacky Horse in the context of its
historical roots on Daufuskie Island for preservation, promotional and enrichment
purposes. Through comprehensive breeding, training and sales programming,
plus educational and special events, our goals are to ensure the breed’s longevity,
to raise public awareness, to and to enrich the public tourism experience on
Daufuskie. I am amazed at the accomplishments made in just the last few months.
Very, very, very sincere thanks to all who have given so generously as we could
not have done it without you.
Per our mission, in November we held our inaugural special event, the Hook n’
Shuck fishing tournament and oyster roast. We are already positioned to double
the sponsorships and prizes for 2016 and growing that event into a new, annually
recurring tradition on the island. Regarding all of our capital improvements in
progress, which I fondly call “Phase 1,” next time you are near Freeport Marina
please stop by, I would love to show you around and introduce you to the horses.
Most recently, our application for 501c3 non profit status was successfully
completed and received by the IRS. The award letter may take another month or
so for processing, but meanwhile all donations are fully tax deductible to the fullest
extent of the law.
Looking forward to 2016 I am very humbled, encouraged and excited.
We will be bringing on one, maybe two new Marsh Tackies to the herd before
this spring. We plan to increase educational outreach by growing our
partnerships, website and social media footprint, plus hosting some hands-on
opportunities throughout this summer’s tourism season with a focus on natural
horsemanship. As the year progresses, there will be volunteer, internship and
sponsorship opportunities that you won’t want to miss - especially because these
horses are about so much more that meets the eye - the pride, history, heritage
and legacy that they represent for Daufuskie Island, South Carolina belongs to
all of us and it should be celebrated by everyone!
Head up and heels down,
Erica
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THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS
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